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Abstract 

Motivation. The SALL4 gene, Drosophila’s region specific homeotic sal (spalt)–like gene family member, 
encodes for a zinc finger (ZF) transcription factor (TF). Mutations of the SALL4 have been demonstrated to 
cause the Okihiro syndrome a combination of Duane retraction syndrome and radial ray defects. We have 
studied a missense point mutation of the SALL4 (nucleotide substitution 2663A G, residues substitution 
His:888 Arg:888) positioned within the first c2h2 ZF of the C–terminal double ZF motif in the SALL4 gene 
identified in an Italian three–generation family, some members of which displayed the clinical features of the 
Okihiro syndrome. We performed a molecular modeling study on the wild type (wt) and mutated (mt) ZF 
domains of the SALL4 TF with the goal to propose a plausible hypothesis relating the modeled structural and 
energetic differences between the wt and mt forms to the defects connected with the observed mutation. 
Method. Sequence alignment, homology protein modeling and molecular mechanics using CFF91 force field 
were utilized to build and refine the ZF models and to estimate their stability and DNA–binding affinity. 
Results. We have modeled wt and mt ZF motifs of the SALL4 TF based on sequence homology with ZF 
domains of TFs with known crystal structures co–crystallized with a B–DNA segment. Secondary structure, zinc 
ion binding and DNA binding of the two static ZF models were analyzed in terms of mutual r.m.s. deviations 
and intramolecular and intermolecular interaction energies. 
Conclusions. The modeled wt and mt forms of ZF motif of the SALL4 TF did not display significant structural 
differences cased by steric strain or charge of the bulkier Arg:888 and retained similar supersecondary structures 
and comparable strength of the zinc ion binding. However, more significant differences were predicted in their 
binding affinities to DNA. Calculated higher DNA binding affinity (and possibly also changed specificity) of the 
mt form of the ZF could be the reason for the altered activator/repressor function of the mutant form of the 
SALL4 TF at its natural target gene or the cause for erroneous targeting of a different DNA sequence of the 
same or another gene. We may thus hypothesize that the pathogenic effects of the mutation could be related to 
the altered regulation function by making the dissociation of the mt SALL4 TF–gene adducts more difficult. 

                                                          
# Dedicated to Professor Nenad Trinajsti  on the occasion of the 65th birthday. 
* Correspondence author; phone: 39–040–922–8114; fax: 39–040–922–8115; E–mail: Stanislav.Miertus@ics.trieste.it. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade or so it is becoming increasingly evident that methods of molecular 
modeling display great potential in the elucidation and interpretation of structures and properties of 
complex molecular and supramolecular systems and in the mechanisms of biochemical and 
biological processes. Attempts to utilize theoretical approaches appeared recently also in the field of 
human and molecular genetics [1] where information obtained from protein structure predictions 
were used to understand complex phenomena on the genetic level. It is evident that big gaps exist 
between clinical phenomena, biochemical processes and changes in the related macromolecular 
structures, nevertheless, putting together complementary pieces of specific information originating 
from various disciplines is useful for the formulation of hypotheses and design of experiments or 
molecular simulations, which may help to elucidate such complicated processes. 

Recently, our group [2] followed a case of a missense point mutation in the SALL4 gene present 
in an Italian family. Three members of this three–generation family displayed clinical features of 
the Okihiro syndrome, a combination of Duane retraction syndrome and radial ray defects [3]. 
Moreover, two younger members (2nd and 3rd generation) display a midline cranial structures 
defects. The SALL4 mutations have been demonstrated to cause the Okihiro syndrome [3,4] and 
other related phenotypes [5]. The SALL4 gene, the Drosophila’s region specific homeotic sal 
(spalt)–like gene family member, encodes for a putative zinc finger (ZF) transcription factor (TF). 
This gene is responsible for the regulation of the transcription of other target genes, however, exact 
function of the SALL4 need to be confirmed experimentally. Human SALL1, the best–studied 
spalt–like family member, has been demonstrated to act as a transcription repressor [6]. 

The observed SALL4 mutation (nucleotide substitution 2663A G) corresponds to His:888 to 
Arg:888 (H888R) amino acid substitution positioned within the first c2h2 ZF of the C–terminal 
double ZF motif and affects one of the four amino acids directly involved in the zinc binding. 
Pathogenic point mutations of the sal genes described to date belong to the truncation mutations or 
the splice site mutation types [7,8]. Recently, it was proposed that such mutations of the sal TFs 
cause birth defects [9]. To confirm the pathogenic effect of a specific missense mutation only the 
affected members of the family must bear this mutation. Moreover, fifty healthy control subjects 
must not display this mutation. The number of controls needed depends also on the level of 
conservation of the mutated amino acid in the primary structure of the protein. Functional studies 
(at the transcriptome/proteome levels) are difficult to perform, because of the unknown protein 
function and/or target genes of the SALL4 TF. Therefore, we decided to perform a molecular 
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modeling study on the wild type and mutated SALL4 TFs with the following goals: (i) to construct 
a 3D model of the relevant wild type (wt) ZF domain of the SALL4 TF in complex with a DNA 
segment and to evaluate its stability as well as important intramolecular and intermolecular 
interactions; (ii) to model the H888R mutant form (mt) of the ZF domain in the complex with DNA, 
to evaluate the structural and energetic changes caused by the mutation both on intra– and 
intermolecular levels; and (iii) to propose a plausible hypothesis relating the modeled structural and 
energetic differences to the pathogenic effects connected with the observed mutation. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Sequence Alignment and Model Building
The alignment of ZF domain sequences of human TFs with known structures was carried out 

using the SIM alignment tool [10] and multiple sequence alignment tool DIALING [11]. The 
sequences and the 3D structures of the considered TFs were obtained from the Protein Data Bank 
(PDB) [12]. The ZF domains of selected homologous TFs were visualized and superimposed in the 
Insight–II molecular modeling package [13]. The first c2h2 ZF of the C–terminal double ZF motif 
in the SALL4 TF containing the studied mutation H888R was modeled from crystal structures of 
the consensus sequences of homologous ZF domains of TFs [14–17] (PDB entry codes: 1SP2, 
1ZNM, 1JK2 and 1UBD) using the human Yy1 ZF (1UBD) [17] as a template. In the models of the 
wt and H888R mt ZF the side chains of non–conserved residues were replaced using Biopolymer
module of the Insight–II [13]. The initial conformation of the side chains was manually selected 
from the library of side chain rotamers [18] based of inter–residue interaction energies. The 
interaction energies were computed by molecular mechanics (MM) using class II consistent force 
field CFF91 and charge parameters [19]. Both the wt and mt models were considered to be at the pH 
of 6.5 with all protonable and ionizable residues charged. The ZF cysteine residues involved in the 
Zn2+ ion coordination were considered in ionized state with a net partial charge of –0.5  on the 
sulphur atom while the histidine residues coordinating the zinc were considered neutral [20]. The 
net atomic charges of these residues were derived by semiempirical AM1 calculation [21] of 
optimised ZF model complex composed of two deprotonated cysteine residues (Cys:872 and 
Cys:875) and two neutral histidine residues (His:888 and His:892) coordinating the zinc ion 
preserving the crystal structure geometry of the considered residues in the human Yy1 ZF (1UBD). 

2.2 Molecular Mechanics Calculations 
In MM calculations the force field parameters of the Zn2+ ion were approximated by the Ca2+

parameters due to non–availability of the CFF91 parameters for zinc. The mutated residue Arg:888
was considered in its protonated (cationic) form due to pKa value of 12.5 of free guanidine group 
[12]. However, it is probable that the pKa constant of arginine side chain will be significantly 
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lowered due to the vicinity of the Zn2+ ion [20,22]. An effective dielectric constant of 4 was used 
for all MM calculations in order to take into account the shielding effects in proteins. Minimizations 
of the wt and mt ZF models were carried out by slowly and gradually relaxing the structures 
(simulated annealing) starting with the side chains of the replaced residues, followed by full 
relaxation of the four residues coordinating the zinc ion and concluded by the relaxation of the 
whole peptide backbone. To simulate the flanking effects of the polypeptide chain, the backbone 
atoms of the N– and C–terminal residues of the model of the ZF motif were kept fixed in their
original crystal structure positions. In the geometry optimization sufficient number of steepest 
descent and conjugate gradient iterative cycles with convergence criterion for the average gradient 
of 0.01 kcal·mol–1·Å–1 has been used. 

Double helical 20 base–pair long DNA segment co–crystallized with the Yy1 TF was also added 
to the wt and mt ZF models to allow DNA–binding studies. The DNA segment was supplemented 
by 38 Na+ counter ions coordinating the anionic phosphate groups and was kept fixed in its B–DNA 
crystal structure conformation during all ZF relaxations in both wt and mt models. To ensure equal 
positioning of the ZF helix towards the DNA segment in both models several levels of residue 
backbone fixing were applied during the gradual relaxations of the ZF models. 

Relative changes in the zinc complexation energies and DNA binding energies between the wt
and mt ZF models were considered as they are expected to lead to partial cancellation of errors 
caused by the approximate nature of the MM calculations and imperfection of the force field. 

Figure 1. Sequence of the first c2h2 ZF of wild type human SALL4 TF known to be important in the human 
malformation syndromes [4]. The modeled ZF domain is highlighted in green, the H888R mutation site in yellow and 
the flanking residues are shown in cyan. The position of the ZF domain in the SALL4 sequence (residues 872 – 892) is 
indicated in the scheme. 

>SALL4–wt
MSRRKQAKPQHINSEEDQGEQQPQQQTPEFADAAPAAPAAGELGAPVNHPGNDEVASEDE
ATVKRLRREETHVCEKCCAEFFSISEFLEHKKNCTKNPPVLIMNDSEGPVPSEDFSGAVL
SHQPTSPGSKDCHRENGGSSEDMKEKPDAESVVYLKTETALPPTPQDISYLAKGKVANTN
VTLQALRGTKVAVNQRSADALPAPVPGANSIPWVLEQILCLQQQQLQQIQLTEQIRIQVN
MWASHALHSSGAGADTLKTLGSHMSQQVSAAVALLSQKAGSQGLSLDALKQAKLPHANIP
SATSSLSPGLAPFTLKPDGTRVLPNVMSRLPSALLPQAPGSVLFQSPFSTVALDTSKKGK
GKPPNISAVDVKPKDEAALYKHKCKYCSKVFGTDSSLQIHLRSHTGERPFVCSVCGHRFT
TKGNLKVHFHRHPQVKANPQLFAEFQDKVAAGNGIPYALSVPDPIDEPSLSLDSKPVLVT
TSVGLPQNLSSGTNPKDLTGGSLPGDLQPGPSPESEGGPTLPGVGPNYNSPRAGGFQGSG
TPEPGSETLKLQQLVENIDKATTDPNECLICHRVLSCQSSLKMHYRTHTGERPFQCKICG
RAFSTKGNLKTHLGVHRTNTSIKTQHSCPICQKKFTNAVMLQQHIRMHMGGQIPNTPLPE
NPCDFTGSEPMTVGENGSTGAICHDDVIESIDVEEVSSQEAPSSSSKVPTPLPSIHSASP
TLGFAMMASLDAPGKVGPAPFNLQRQGSRENGSVESDGLTNDSSSLMGDQEYQSRSPDIL
ETTSFQALSPANSQAESIKSKSPDAGSKAESSENSRTEMEGRSSLPSTFIRAPPTYVKVE
VPGTFVGPSTLSPGMTPLLAAQPRRQAKQHGCTRCGKNFSSASALQIHERTHTGEKPFVC
NICGRAFTTKGNLKVHYMTHGANNNSARRGRKLAIENTMALLGTDGKRVSEIFPKEILAP
SVNVDPVVWNQYTSMLNGGLAVKTNEISVIQSGGVPTLPVSLGATSVVNNATVSKMDGSQ
SGISADVEKPSATDGVPKHQFPHFLEENKIAVS

NH2–         ––COOH 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Model Building of Zinc Finger Domain 
The peptide sequence of the first c2h2 ZF of the C–terminal double ZF motif of the SALL4 

protein [4] (Figure 1), which contains the studied mutation H888R was aligned with sequences of 
TFs, the 3D crystal structures of which were available from the PDB. 

The sequences of ZF domains of four TFs that showed the highest alignment score with the 
studied SALL4 ZF were aligned together and their crystal structures (1JKL, 1ZNM, 1SP2 and 
1UBD [14–17]) were superimposed based on the sequence alignment (Figure 2). 

SALL4–ZF           1   –––––CTR–– CGKNFSSASA LQIHERTH–– –––––––––– ––––––––––
SP2                1   –RPFMCTWSY CGKRFTRSDE LQRHKRTHTG EK–––––––– ––––––––––
ZNM                1   –––FQCTFXX CGKRFSLDFN LKTHVKIHTG –––––––––– ––––––––––
JK2                1   –RPYACPVES CDRRFSRSAE LTRHIRIHTG QKPFQCri–– CMRNFSRSDH
UBD–ZF1           31   pRVHVCAE–– CGKAFVESSK LKRHQLVHTG EKPFQ––––– ––––––––––
UBD–ZF2           51   eKPFQCTFEG CGKRFSLDFN LRTHVRIHTG DRPYVCpfdg CNKKFAQSTN

                        ********* ********** ********** ******     **********
                        ********* ********** ********** ****
                            ***   ********** ********** **
                                  ********** **********
                                  ********** **********

A

55.2% identity in 29 residues overlap; Score: 92.0; Gap frequency: 0.0% 
SALL4 ZF           1   HGCTRCGKNF SSASALQIHE RTHTGEKPF 
UBD–ZF1           34   HVCAECGKAF VESSKLKRHQ LVHTGEKPF 
                       | |  ||| |    | |  |    ||||||| 

      B 

C

Figure 2. A – DIALIGN [11] aligned sequences of ZF domains of four selected TFs, which showed high sequence 
homology with the c2h2 ZF domain of SALL4 (1JK2, 1ZNM, 1SP2 and 1UBD [14–17]). B – SIM [10] aligned 
sequence of human Yy1 ZF domain [17] (1UBD), which showed the highest sequence homology to the studied ZF 
domain of SALL4 (Figure 1) and was used for the SALL4 ZF model building; C – consensus sequences of 
superimposed residues of aligned ZF domains, which show high conservation of the super–secondary structure of the 
ZF domains in TFs (r.m.s. deviations of superimposed backbone atoms of 22 residues (184 atoms) are: JKL – SP2 1.06 
Å, UBD–ZF2 – SP2 0.85 Å, ZNM – SP2 1.50 Å). Only the traces of C  atoms are shown for better clarity. 
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The consensus sequences of ZF domains of four TFs (Figure 2) showed highly conserved super–
secondary structures of the ZF motif with an r.m.s. deviation of the backbone atoms not exceeding 
1.5 Å. The c2h2 ZF domains also displayed almost identical helix– –hairpin motifs with the zinc 
ion holding together the hairpin loop, which contains the two Cys residues and the C–terminal end
of the helix that accommodates the two His residues. The ZF helix is positioned in the major groove 
when bound to the DNA [17]. 

The crystal structure of human Yy1 ZF (1UBD), which showed the highest homology to the 
SALL4 ZF (Figure 2), was used as the template structure in the ZF homology model building 
(Figure 3). 

Figure 3. c2h2 ZF domain of SALL4 model build by homology modeling using the Yy1 human TF [8] crystal structure 
(1UBD) as a template. The conserved residues are shown as red ribbon segments, replaced residues – green segments 
and the residues Cys:872, Cys:875, His:888 and His:892 coordinating the Zn2+ ion (purple sphere) are shown in dark 
purple color. 

20–base–pair long segment of B–DNA double helix present in the crystal structure of human 
Yy1 ZF [17] was also added to the wt and mt ZF models to allow comparison of energetic aspects 
of DNA–binding. Two initial models containing wt SALL4 ZF and its mutant form with the 
His:888 residue coordinating the Zn2+ ion in the wt form replaced by bulkier and positively charged 
Arg residue, were built. Both models containing ZF bound to the frozen B–DNA segment were 
gradually relaxed using a simulated annealing protocol described in the Material and Methods 
section resulting in the initial (static) wt and mt SALL4 ZF models (Figure 4). 

3.2 Analysis of Zinc Finger Models 

3.2.1 Structural differences 

The relaxed molecular models of the wt and mt ZF domain of SALL4 were analysed in terms of 
structural dissimilarities, energetic stabilities and differences in the intramolecular and 
intermolecular interactions of parts of the model with the zinc ion and the B–DNA segment. 
Calculated  r.m.s.  deviations  (Table 1)  that document the structural differences between the wt and 
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mt ZF models show that there is no significant difference in the overall fold of the ZF motifs 
between the two models since the r.m.s.d. of the backbone atoms of the superimposed models 
remains below 1.06 Å for the whole ZF as well as for its smaller parts (Figure 5). 

Figure 4. Initial model of the c2h2 zinc ZF of wt human TF SALL4 bound to B–DNA segment. The B–DNA double 
helix with Na+ counter ions is shown in red, and the backbone of the ZF is depicted as green solid ribbon. Hydrogen 
atoms were omitted for better clarity. The Zn2+ ion sphere is colored blue. 

Table 1. Structural differences computed as r.m.s. deviations between the relaxed static models of wt and H888R mt
SALL4 ZF domains. 

Initial wt and H888R mt models of ZF domain of SALL4 human TF Structural Difference a

wt c2h2 ZF mt c2h2 ZF, His:888  Arg+  r.m.s.d. [Å] 
–hairpin, Ala:868 – Ser:880 –hairpin, Ala:868 – Ser:880 0.98 
–helix, Ser:881 – Thr:893 –helix, Ser:881 – Thr:893 0.62 

tail, Gly:894 – Val:898 tail, Gly:894 – Val:898 0.78 
Zn2+ Zn2+  0.91 b

whole ZF, Ala:868 – Val:898 whole ZF, Ala:868 – Val:898 1.06 
Cys:872, Cys:875, His:888, His:892 Cys:872, Cys:875, Arg:888, His:892 0.78 
wt residue, His:888 mt residue, Arg:888 0.03 
a r.m.s.d. of peptide backbone atoms only; 
b distance between Zn2+ ions in the superimposed wt and mt ZF models. 
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Figure. 5. Overall fold of the superimposed relaxed models of wt and H888R mt forms of the SALL4 c2h2 ZF domain. 
The backbone atoms are represented by green (wt) and red (mt) ribbons. Heavy atoms of side chains of the residues 
coordinating the zinc ion (green and red spheres) are depicted in stick representation. The wt His:888 and mt Arg:888
residues and their ribbon segments are colored blue. 

The same conclusion was drawn for the wt and mt ZFs modeled in the absence of the B–DNA. 
These models resembled the super–secondary structures of their DNA–bound counterparts with 
r.m.s. deviations of all backbone atoms of 0.83 Å and 1.35 Å, respectively (Figure 6). 

Figure 6. Superimposed wt (green) and mt (red) ZFs of the SALL4 TF modeled in the absence (lighter hue) and in the 
presence (darker hue) of the B–DNA segment. The r.m.s. deviation between backbone atoms of the wt models: wt – 
wt+DNA is equal to 0.83 Å and between the mt models: mt – mt+DNA is equal to 1.93 Å. Only the traces of C  atoms 
traces are shown for better clarity. 

Thus binding to DNA does not seem to change significantly the 3D structure of the ZF model. 
When comparing the binding of wt and mt ZF models to DNA main structural changes are observed 
on the level of individual residues, especially the mutated residue 888. 

A closer look at the four residues coordinating the Zn2+ suggests that the cationic side chain of 
the Arg:888 residue in the mt ZF model points away from the zinc ion and is oriented towards the 
anionic sugar–phosphate backbone of the bound DNA segment (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Superimposed residues coordinating the Zn2+ ion in the wt model of SALL4 ZF and its mt form. The side 
chains are represented as green (wt) and red (mt) sticks surrounding the Zn2+ ions (green and red spheres). The cationic 
side chain of the mutant Arg:888 residue points away from the zinc ion towards the anionic phosphates of the bound B–
DNA segment. Only the ribbon of the helix of wt ZF is shown. Fragment of DNA sugar–phosphate backbone 
interacting with the Arg:888 is also shown in stick representation (red color). 

The absence of significant structural differences between the static models of wt and mt c2h2
ZFs of the SALL4 suggests that replacement of His:888 by the bulkier Arg residue may not 
significantly distort the ZF motif due to steric reasons. 

3.2.2 Energetic differences in zinc complexation 

Energetic aspects connected with the replacement of the His:888 side chain by most probably 
charged Arg side chain (pKa = 12.5) may have more serious consequences upon the functions of the 
ZF motif of the SALL4 TF. Table 2 shows data relevant to zinc coordination and gives the 
interaction energy contributions of portions of the wt and mt ZF models with the zinc ion. 

Table 2. CFF91 intramolecular interaction energies computed for the models of wt and mt SALL4 ZF domain and the 
zinc ion. 

Interaction of wt and mt ZF models of human SALL4 TF with Zn2+ Interaction Energy, CFF91 [kcal·mol–1]
wt ZF (Qwt=4 ) System Ecoul (  = 4) a EvdW

b Etot
c

His:888 Zn2+ –15.0 1.8 –13.2 
Cys:872, Cys:875, His:888, His:892 Zn2+ –85.3 8.2 –77.1 
whole ZF Ala:868 – Val:898 Zn2+ –38.0 7.3 –30.7 
mt ZF His:888  Arg+ (Qmt=5 ) System Ecoul (  = 4) EvdW Etot

Arg+:888 Zn2+ 25.1 –0.2 24.9 
Cys:872, Cys:875, Arg+:888, His:892 Zn2+ –49.2 7.2 –42.0 
whole ZF Ala:868 – Val:898 Zn2+ –11.3 6.5 –4.8 
a Ecoul (  = 4) is the coulombic contribution to the interaction energy computed with a dielectric constant =4;
b EvdW is the van der Waals (dispersion and repulsion) contribution to the interaction energy; 
c Etot = Ecoul (  = 4) + EvdW is the total interaction energy. 

Comparison between the wt and mt ZF models suggests that the stability of the ZF super–
secondary structure (which can be related to the interaction energy of the zinc coordinating residues 
or the whole ZF with the Zn2+ ion) is significantly reduced in the case of the H888R mutant, c.f. 
Etot[wt] = –30.7 kcal·mol–1vs. Etot[mt] = –4.8 kcal·mol–1, respectively, for the whole ZFs (Table 2). 
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A similar ratio of the Zn2+ ion stabilizations in the ZFs was computed also for the wt and mt ZFs 
modeled in the absence of the DNA. It means that the stability of the ZF motif in the protein is 
weakened by the His residue substitution (and possibly also the resulting function of the TF is 
altered). However, also the mt ZF remains sufficiently stable due to a favourable complexation of 
Zn2+ ion by the remaining coordinating residues in Cys:872, Cys:875, His:892 (Etot = –17.1 
kcal·mol–1). 

3.2.3 Energetic differences in DNA binding 

Binding affinity of TFs to specific DNA sequences of target genes is essential to the gene 
regulation function of these proteins. Even though it has not been demonstrated that the first c2h2
ZF of the C–terminal double ZF motif plays a crucial role in DNA binding of the SALL4 TF an 
altered capacity of the mt ZF to interact with DNA can have serious consequences for the SALL4 
TF function. Table 3 gives the interaction energy contributions of ZF residues or larger secondary 
structure motifs with the bound DNA segment for the static wt and mt ZF models. 

Tabel 3. Computed CFF91 intermolecular interaction energies between the wt and mt models of SALL4 ZF domains 
and DNA. 
Interaction of wt and mt ZF domain models of human SALL4 TF with 
B–DNA segment a

Interaction Energy, CFF91 [kcal·mol–1]

wt ZF (Qwt=4 ) System Ecoul (  = 4) b EvdW
c Etot

d

–hairpin, Ala:868 – Ser:880 B–DNA –83.6 –9.6 –93.2 
helix, Ser:881 – Thr:893 B–DNA –13.2 –34.5 –47.4 
tail, Gly:894 – Val:898 B–DNA –25.7 –2.7 –28.4 
Zn2+ B–DNA –48.5 0.0 –48.5 
whole ZF, Ala:868 – Val:898 B–DNA –170.8 –46.7 –217.5 
Cys:872, Cys:875, His:888, His:892, Zn2+ B–DNA –34.3 –3.8 –38.1 
wt residue, His:888 B–DNA –5.7 –2.6 –8.3 
mt ZF His:888  Arg+ (Qmut=5 ) System Ecoul (  = 4) EvdW Etot

–hairpin, Ala:868 – Ser:880 B–DNA –81.8 –14.1 –95.9 
–helix, Ser:881 – Thr:893 B–DNA –42.7 –29.7 –72.4 

tail, Gly:894 – Val:898 B–DNA –29.6 –3.6 –33.2 
Zn2+ B–DNA –45.6 0.0 –45.6 
whole ZF, Ala:868 – Val:898 B–DNA –199.7 –47.4 –247.1 
Cys:872, Cys:875, Arg:888, His:892, Zn2+ B–DNA –65.7 –3.9 –69.6 
mt residue, Arg:888 B–DNA –40.0 –3.1 –43.1 
a B–DNA double helix with Na+ counter ions: 
 AGGGTCTCCATTTTGAAGCG
 CGCTTCAAAATGGAGACCCT
b Ecoul (  = 4) is the coulombic contribution to the interaction energy computed with a dielectric constant =4;
c EvdW is the van der Waals (dispersion and repulsion) contribution to the interaction energy; 
d Etot = Ecoul (  = 4) + EvdW is the total interaction energy. 

The binding affinity of the ZF to the B–DNA (which can be related to the total interaction energy 
of the whole ZF with the B–DNA segment) changes when passing from the wt form to the mt form. 
However, in this case the interaction energies computed for the two models predict that the H888R 
mutant of SALL4 ZF is able to bind stronger to the B–DNA segment through its –helix 
(containing the mutated residue) than the wt ZF, c.f. Etot[wt] = –217.5 kcal·mol–1 vs. Etot[mt] = –
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247.1 kcal·mol–1, respectively. The main difference in the interaction with DNA between the wt and 
mt ZF models can be attributed to coulombic (electrostatic) interactions of the neutral His:888 and 
mutated cationic Arg:888 with the DNA counterparts. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The modeled wt and mt forms of the first c2h2 ZF of the C–terminal double ZF motif of SALL4 
TF did not display significant structural differences between the models due to the steric strain or 
charge of the bulkier Arg:888 side chain. Both these static models retained similar supersecondary 
structures and comparable strength of the zinc ion binding. However, more significant differences 
between the wt and mt ZF models were predicted for their binding to DNA. Calculated higher DNA 
binding affinity (and possibly also altered specificity) of the mt form of the ZF (increased by 
approx. 14 %) could be the reason for the altered activator/repressor function of the H888R mutant 
form of the SALL4 TF at its natural target gene or the cause for erroneous targeting of a different 
DNA sequence of the same or another gene. The energetic analysis indicated that different DNA–
binding properties of the two models are a direct consequence of the conservative His:888  Arg 
mutation. We may thus hypothesize that the pathogenic effect of the studied H888R mutation of the 
SALL4 TF is related to the altered transcription regulation function by making the dissociation of 
the SALL4 TF–DNA adduct more difficult. This prediction suggests that the function of the mutant 
SALL4 TF could be elucidated by DNA–binding experiments. Additional pieces of useful 
information may come from more sophisticated simulations on the wt and mt ZF models that will 
probe their dynamic properties. 
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